Introduction {#sec1}
============

Nonadditivity in protein--ligand binding is the basic factor that complicates structure--activity relationship (SAR) analysis: If the effect of adding a specific substituent to position A depends on the presence of another substituent in position B, no simple SAR picture à la "the scaffold series requires a small hydrophobic substituent in position A" or "the scaffold series requires a donor in position B" can be drawn. Nonadditivity indicates that behind the simple 2D chemical drawings, there are more complex physical processes going on and molecular interaction types change due to the combination of substituents. It is tempting to interpret nonadditivity as some kind of interaction between the substituents, but which interaction types should we expect at which level of nonadditivity? Here we attempt to shed light on the chemical features that lead to nonadditivity and lay the statistical basis to systematically analyze nonadditivity in drug design.

So far, nonadditivity in drug design has only been analyzed anecdotally and for single SAR series. A lot of work on nonadditivity has come from the Klebe group at the University of Marburg: Klebe and co-workers have analyzed a series of thrombin inhibitors and found that a loss in residual mobility, as observed in X-ray structures, can explain the nonadditivity observed.^[@ref1]^ In another study combining ITC experiments and X-ray structure analysis, Klebe and co-workers have shown that for combinations of two R-groups, the water structure around thermolysin inhibiting peptides adapts in a very nonadditive way.^[@ref2]^ In a comprehensive study on intramolecular hydrogen bonds, Kuhn et al. showed that nonadditive effects on physicochemical properties such as permeability, solubility, and logD can be explained with intramolecular hydrogen bonds.^[@ref3]^ In another study, Kuhn et al. propose cooperative effects between mutually polarizing hydrogen bonds and other molecular interactions in interaction networks as a reason for nonadditivity.^[@ref4]^ Hilpert et al. show that nonadditivity can result from a complete rearrangement inside the binding pocket.^[@ref5]^ Lübbers et al. present a nice example where nonadditivity comes from the interaction of two substituents that do not fit into a small subpocket at the same time.^[@ref6]^ Leung et al.^[@ref7]^ and Schönherr and Cernak^[@ref8]^ discuss "magic methyl" cases, compound pairs where the addition of a single methyl has a strongly beneficial effect on protein--ligand binding. Many of these cases can be rationalized with the methyl introducing a different conformation, which would lead to nonadditive effects for other substituents that upon introduction of the methyl point into different parts of the binding pocket. These examples indicate that nonadditivity should not be considered as a problem but rather as a key SAR feature that indicates changes in binding modes.

In biochemistry, additivity and cooperativity of ligand binding has been a long-standing topic.^[@ref9]−[@ref13]^ Cooperativity has extensively been studied for oxygen binding to hemoglobin, where the oxygen affinity of the four subunits depends on how many other subunits already have oxygen bound.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ In this system, there is a clear cooperative effect, since the hemoglobin ligands always bind to the same binding site in different subunits. In physical organic chemistry, nonadditivity as measured in chemical double mutant cycles has been used to quantify the interaction energy between functional groups.^[@ref16]−[@ref19]^ Key for the analysis of these experiments is that the relative orientation of the complexes remains the same for all complexes---only then differences in interaction energies can directly be interpreted as functional group interaction energies. For drug--protein complexes, this is rarely the case due to the complexity of the underlying macromolecular binding events.

Nonadditivity also poses problems to most automated SAR analysis approaches. Many approaches require additivity of functional group contributions: classic linear QSAR models, standard Matched Molecular Pair Analysis and Free-Wilson Analysis will clearly not work, if the effect of adding a substituent depends on the presence or absence of other substituents.^[@ref20]−[@ref22]^ Nonlinear machine learning approaches such as random forests or support vector machines are in principle capable of representing nonlinear relationships. Most scoring functions are not able to capture nonadditive effects within mutually reinforcing hydrogen bond networks and the water structure^[@ref4]^---further improvement of these methods will therefore critically depend on a deeper understanding of nonadditivity. If we manage to understand the physical reasons for nonadditivity, we may be able to develop new ligand-based analysis schemes. For example, it might be very helpful if affinity data sets could be divided into subsets where all scaffolds have the same binding mode. Then, standard 2D methods may work on the subsets with much improved accuracy. However, achieving this goal requires an understanding of the factors that cause nonadditivity in structure--activity relationships.

In recent work, Klebe et al. have shown that flat SARs can contain strong nonadditivity in terms of the enthalpy--entropy profile.^[@ref23]^ In this work, we focus on analyzing nonadditivity in the free energy of binding, since this still is the major criterion for ligand optimization. Further, understanding enthalpy--entropy effects is certainly more complex than understanding the free energy of binding, since small changes in protein conformations can have large effects on the enthalpy--entropy profile.^[@ref24]^ Once the factors that drive entropy-enthalpy profiles are better understood, nonadditivity analysis can be extended to the entropy--enthalpy domain of molecular interactions.

The remaining paper is structured in three parts: First, we define the basics for the quantification of nonadditivity. Second, we theoretically analyze the impact of experimental uncertainty on the distribution of calculated nonadditivity on a whole SAR table and compare our findings to nonadditivity distributions observed in real data sets. This allows us to develop a tool to distinguish between real nonadditivity and artifacts from assay noise. Third, we analyze all well-characterized cases with strong nonadditivity, which are very unlikely to be caused by experimental uncertainty, on a structural level to develop an overview of the molecular origins of extreme nonadditivity.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Assembly of Double Transformation Cycles {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------

Nonadditivity can be determined from chemical double transformation cycles.^[@ref17]^ Double transformation cycles consist of four molecules with the same scaffold and known binding affinity that are linked by two chemical transformations. A double transformation cycle is schematically shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Schematic view of a double transformation cycle. Each cycle consists of four molecules with a common scaffold and all possible combinations of changing two substituents A and B (here indicated in orange and blue). The activities of the individual compounds are pAct~1--4~; the activity differences between two compounds are denoted by ΔpAct~nm~.](ci-2015-00018a_0002){#fig1}

If the effect of adding substituent B depends on the presence or absence of substituent A, the transformations are nonadditive. Nonadditivity can be quantified as the difference in change of affinity between adding substituent A in the presence and in the absence of substituent B. Since this is a closed thermodynamic cycle, it is the same as the difference of the change of affinity between adding substituent B in the presence and in the absence of substituent A. Mathematically, nonadditivity can be calculated as a single number according to

The sign of the nonadditivity will depend on the ordering of the molecules within the cycle. If the two transformations involve adding two substituents to a position where there has been a hydrogen before, the compound with the fewest heavy atoms can be placed in the upper left corner and the compound with the most heavy atoms in the lower right corner. Then, the sign of the calculated nonadditivity can be interpreted as positive or negative cooperativity. However, in general there will be a lot of transformations where one functional group is either moved or exchanged for another one. In such cases, there is no natural ordering within the cycles any more and the sign cannot be interpreted in terms of positive or negative cooperativity.

We implemented a python program that extracts all nonadditivity cycles from a given data set. It is based on python and the RDKit^[@ref25]^ implementation of the Matched Molecular Pair Analysis (MMPA) Algorithm by Hussain and Rea.^[@ref26]^ The matched pairs are the basis for the cycles where matched pair transformation connects two similar molecules. The Hussain and Rea MMPA implementation also yields transformations where linkers are exchanged. For further analysis after creating the full set of cycles, we removed all linker exchanges where the number of heavy atoms between the connecting atoms changes, since those are very likely to change the ligand geometry and nonadditivity should be expected for those cases. Note that cycles are assembled in a way that all four compounds have been measured in the same assay and have the same activity type so that p*K*~i~ and pIC~50~ are not mixed. The code can use both the ChEMBL database^[@ref27],[@ref28]^ and data sets in .txt file format as input. For the results presented here, we used version 18 of the ChEMBL database. Before assembling the cycles, we cleaned up the data by removing unrealistically high or low activity values, strange units, and measurements with a target confidence score below 4, as has been published before.^[@ref29]−[@ref33]^

Retrieval of Related X-ray Structures {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------

We added a connection to the Protein Data Bank (PDB)^[@ref34]^ that allows extracting X-ray structures with the same protein and similar ligands. The protein targets are matched via the Uniprot ID.^[@ref35]^ Similarity is defined as the Tanimoto Coefficient (TC) between the current molecule and the small molecule ligand for a given protein target.^[@ref36]^ The TC is calculated based on the standard RDKit Fingerprints^[@ref25]^ that index very similar fragments as the classical Daylight Fingerprints. This approach allows to automatically link SAR data from ChEMBL to available X-ray structures that contain similar or identical ligands.

Expected Uncertainty Distribution for Nonadditivity Cycles {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------

The nonadditivity distribution due to experimental uncertainty can be estimated according to the following considerations: If each measured value pAct~meas~ is composed of a true value pAct~true~ and some experimental uncertainty ε~uncertainty~the overall nonadditivity can be calculated as

Assuming that the experimental uncertainty of each individual measurement is drawn from the same normal distributionthe standard deviation of the contribution of the experimental uncertainties to the observed nonadditivities can be calculated using the addition rule for standard deviations (covariances need not be considered since the covariance between two random vectors is zero):

The contribution of experimental uncertainty to the observed nonadditivities is thus twice as large as the contribution of the experimental uncertainty to the individually measured values. In order to quantitatively model the effect of experimental uncertainty, we need an estimate of the uncertainty of the individual activity values. Kramer et al. have previously estimated the experimental uncertainty of heterogeneous public p*K*~i~ data to be 0.54 log units.^[@ref31]^ For homogeneous p*K*~i~ and pIC50 data, the uncertainty has been estimated to be around 0.2 log units.^[@ref37]^ These are rather general estimates that should be replaced by more assay-specific data if available. Since better estimates are not available for most of the published data, we will use an estimated experimental uncertainty of 0.2 log units in the remaining analysis. If future studies show that the real experimental uncertainty is higher or lower, the calculations done here can easily be adapted.

We implemented a program that automatically extracts all nonadditivity cycles from a given SAR table or all ligand data for a specific target from CHEMBL. This program can be found in the [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}.

Structural figures have been produced using maestro,^[@ref38]^ and statistical plots have been created with R.^[@ref39]^

Results {#sec3}
=======

We extracted nonadditivity cycles for all CHEMBL targets with more than 1000 ligands that either have a *K*~i~ or IC~50~ value assigned. Overall, this yielded 44 519 nonadditivity cycles for 157 targets. For 14 607 of those cycles, there is at least one cocrystal structure available where the ligand has a similarity of 0.6 or greater to one of the compounds in the cycle. The number of nonadditivity cycles per target differs greatly, which reflects the number of compounds, and the number of SAR analogs that have been tested experimentally.

Distribution of Nonadditivity within the ChEMBL SAR Data {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------

With an experimental uncertainty of 0.2 log units, the nonadditivity distribution due to noise on a full SAR data sets is expected to look like a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.4 log units. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the theoretical nonadditivity distribution due to experimental uncertainty, and the real distribution of nonadditivities of all double transformation cycles for cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4, 63 cycles), human ether-a-go-go related gene product (hERG, 132 cycles), and Factor Xa (9FXa, 24 cycles) p*K*~i~ data, extracted from CHEMBL18.

![Theoretical nonadditivity distribution expected from an experimental uncertainty of 0.20 log units (black line), and real nonadditivity distribution for all CYP3A4 (red), hERG (green), and Factor Xa (blue) *K*~i~ data extracted from CHEMBL. Double transformation cycles have only been created for compounds that have all been measured in the same assay matched by ChEMBL assay IDs.](ci-2015-00018a_0003){#fig2}

Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that most of the observed nonadditivity of the CYP3A4, hERG, and Factor Xa data sets can be explained with experimental uncertainty. In particular, the major peak in the middle of all three distributions can fully be explained by experimental uncertainty. While there might be some real nonadditivity in the cycles making up the majority of the data, it is impossible to identify any nonadditivity due to the experimental uncertainty. Only in the tails of the distributions that deviate from the normal distribution, in particular for Factor Xa, there are some cycles that cannot be explained by experimental uncertainty.

As a nonadditivity analysis tool, the deviation from normality can be visualized with normal probability plots.^[@ref40]^ In normal probability plots, the observed quantile distribution is compared to an expected quantile distribution from a normal distribution. Deviations from a normal distribution can be seen as points deviating from the diagonal line. Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows normal probability plots for the observed nonadditivities of the CYP3A4 data and the Factor Xa data.

![Normal probability plots for observed (a) CYP3A4 and (b) Factor Xa *K*~i~ nonadditivities. Note the different scaling of the *x*- and *y*-axes in both plots.](ci-2015-00018a_0004){#fig3}

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows that while CYP3A4 nonadditivities fit quite well to a single normal distribution, stronger Factor Xa nonadditivities can clearly not be explained with a single normal distribution due to experimental uncertainty. Therefore, while there is statistical evidence for biochemical phenomena that lead to nonadditivity for Factor Xa data, there is little evidence for such phenomena in CYP3A4 *K*~i~ data, despite the apparent nonadditivity of some cycles at the extremes of the distribution.

Different targets show very different nonadditivity profiles. In Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, we compare the nonadditivity profiles for MAO-B (1372 cycles), hERG, and MMP-2 (1538 cycles) data extracted from CHEMBL18.

![Nonadditivity profiles for MAO-B, hERG, and MMP-2. The black line indicates the nonadditivity distribution expected due to experimental uncertainty (σ = 0.20 log units).](ci-2015-00018a_0005){#fig4}

Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the nonadditivity profiles can differ a lot for different data sets. For MMP2, there is a very narrow central peak indicating perfect additivity of substituent contributions and many individual nonadditivities that do not follow a central Gaussian. On the other side, MAO-B nonadditivities follow a single very broad Gaussian. The differences in the central peaks may be explained by different experimental uncertainties due to different assay qualities. However, there might also be biochemical factors rooted in the nature of the different binding sites that lead to very different nonadditivity profiles. This raises the question how nonadditivity relates to promiscuity and the structure and dynamics of binding sites.^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ Comparing the nature of the binding sites to the respective nonadditivity profiles may yield very important insights into binding site classes. Nonadditivity analysis provides the means to quantify those differences, which is not possible otherwise.

Structure-Based Analysis of Strong Nonadditivity {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------

In the previous part, we have shown that only a small fraction of the nonadditivities should actually be interpreted, since we are not able to distinguish small nonadditivities from assay noise. In order to get an idea about the structural factors that cause nonadditivity, we decided to systematically inspect those double transformation cycles with strong nonadditivity and structural information. From the above prepared data set, we retained all cycles with a nonadditivity \>2.0 log units and at least one cocrystal structure with a ligand similarity TC \> 0.95. We found that for our purpose of understanding structural factors that lead to nonadditivity, structural interpretation is hardly possible if the highest similarity is below 0.95. The threshold of 2.0 log units is motivated by the 5σ rule, which is often used in physics as threshold for real discoveries (for example in the first announcement of the discovery of the Higgs Boson): if the experimental uncertainty of the individual measurement is 0.2 log units, σ of the nonadditivity distribution due to noise is 0.4 log units, and 2.0 log units is 5σ. The probability of observing a 5σ event by chance is roughly one in 3.5 million.

Overall, this process yielded 79 cycles for 24 distinct scaffold series on 20 different targets. Upon further inspection, we removed nine different scaffold series for four different reasons: Four of those series contained covalently binding ligands. We decided not to interpret the binding data for those ligands, since we cannot be sure that the reported IC~50~ data really represented equilibrium values. Three series were discarded due to errors in the data, including one of the covalently binding series. Two scaffold series were discarded since despite a TC of 0.95, the cocrystallized ligand was too different in the regions of interest to start generating any reasonable structural hypothesis. Finally, one series was discarded because of a discrepancy between the ligand published in the original publication and the model deposited at the PDB. We also checked the electron density for the ligand and the binding site of all X-ray structures where this was available and found sufficient electron density support for all modeled ligand poses analyzed in this contribution. A table summarizing all 79 cycles can be found in the [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}.

We inspected the original publications and the PDB structures for the remaining 15 cycles to generate structural hypothesis that could explain the observed nonadditivity in SAR data. In five cases, the available X-ray structures showed that there can be alternative orientations of the central scaffold. Such findings imply that the ligands can completely reorient, depending on the substitution patterns. A complete reorientation of the scaffold can lead to strong nonadditivity, since the substituents then interact with completely different subpockets, yielding different contributions to the free energy of binding. Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows an example for such a case: a set of estrogen receptor β ligands with an indenone scaffold, published by Malamas et al.^[@ref43]^

![Double transformation cycle for 1*H*-inden-1-one derivatives binding to the estrogen β receptor.^[@ref43]^](ci-2015-00018a_0006){#fig5}

Here, the two highly nonadditive transformations are a shift of an aromatic hydroxy group by one position and an exchange of a thioethyl by a bromine. Shifting the hydroxy group on the thioethyl substituted indenone changes the pIC50 by 1.28 log units, whereas the same hydroxy shift changes the pIC50 on the bromine substituted scaffold by 1.07 log units in the other direction. From the same publication, there are also some more double transformation cycles with other similar scaffolds that show strong nonadditivity. The overlay of two estrogen receptor β X-ray structures (PDBID 1U3S([@ref43]) and 1U3Q([@ref43])) with similar ligands that feature a benzisoxazole scaffold shows that the benzisoxazoles can be oriented in two completely different ways inside the binding pocket, as shown in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. If the indenone scaffolds are also completely reoriented due to different substitutions, nonadditivity can easily be explained: Within the different orientations, the bromine/thioethyl groups are exposed to different subpockets, form different molecular interactions, and therefore give very different contributions to the observed free energy of binding.

![Alternative orientation of two benzisoxazole-based estrogen receptor β ligands (ligand in 1U3S green, 1U3Q orange).](ci-2015-00018a_0007){#fig6}

In five other cases, there is evidence for either a direct interaction or a receptor-mediated interaction or concurrency between the substituents. An example for such a case (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) is a set of 2-aminobenzo\[a\]quinolizine based Dipeptidyl Peptidase IV (DPP-IV) inhibitors, published by Lübbers et al.^[@ref6]^

![Double transformation cycle for aminobenzo\[*a*\]quinolizine derivatives binding to dipeptide peptidase IV (DPPIV).^[@ref6]^](ci-2015-00018a_0008){#fig7}

In this cycle, the transformations involve the introduction of two adjacent methyl groups in meta and para position of a terminal phenyl ring. Addition of the meta methyl group only increases the binding affinity by 1.70 log units. Addition of the para methyl group only decreases the binding affinity slightly by 0.27 log units. Addition of the meta methyl in the presence of the para methyl decreases the binding affinity by 1.00 log units. This nonadditive effect can be explained with the available X-ray structures, which have among others been generated to investigate this unexpected SAR phenomenon (see Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Alignment of three different aminobenzo\[*a*\]quinolizine based inhibitors (3KWJ^[@ref44]^ green; 3KWF([@ref45]) blue; 3OC0([@ref45]) orange) in the DPP-IV binding pocket. The surface of the binding pocket is shown in gray, illustrating that a small meta substituent (CF substituent shown in green) optimally fills the S1 pocket.](ci-2015-00018a_0009){#fig8}

The phenyl ring points into the apolar S1 pocket. A methyl group in meta position nicely fills the remaining space. The phenyl ring has to reorient slightly to enable accommodation of the methyl group in para position in the S1 pocket, leading to a subtle decrease in binding affinity. Since both methyl groups compete for the same space, the double-substituted compound is too large for the S1 pocket and this in turn leads to a strong decrease in binding affinity.

In the five remaining cases, there are helpful X-ray structures available, but we were not able to come up with a strong hypothesis by investigating the structures and studying the original literature. These cycles are particularly interesting for analyzing by advanced computational methods such as free energy perturbation (FEP)^[@ref46]^ that could explain the observed nonadditivities. A summary over all cycles with strong nonadditivity and good X-ray structure coverage is given in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}.

###### Summary of Structural Hypothesis to Explain Strong Nonadditivity for Different Protein/Ligand Systems

![](ci-2015-00018a_0011){#fx1}

![](ci-2015-00018a_0012){#GRAPHIC-d683e1137-autogenerated}

![](ci-2015-00018a_0013){#GRAPHIC-d683e1138-autogenerated}

Studying the original publications of cycles with strong nonadditivities, we found one more nontrivial reason that may often remains undiscovered: slow tight binding behavior for some but not all ligands of a specific series. In a study of biprofen derivatives as COX-1 inhibitors, Gupta et al. found a highly nonadditive behavior that comes with a fluorine substitution of the central phenyl ring (turning biprofen into flubiprofene) and transformation of the carboxylic acid into a tertiary amide,^[@ref58]^ as shown in Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}.

![(Flu-)biprofen derivatization into a tertiary amide leads to highly nonadditive SAR data.](ci-2015-00018a_0010){#fig9}

Adding a fluorine to the central ring system increases COX-1 binding by 0.43 log units. However, when the acid is transformed into an amide, the same fluorine substitution decreases the binding affinity by 1.65 log units. The authors found that the investigated carboxylic acids show a time-dependent inhibition mode, whereas amides and esters do not show this. In additional experiments, the authors could establish that the carboxylic acids show a two-state binding behavior, with the fast formation of a preequilibrium, followed by a slow inactivation. When the p*K*~i~ for the fast formation of the preequilibrium is measured separately (biprofen p*K*~i~ = 6.89, flubiprofen p*K*~i~ = 6.0) and compared to the pIC~50~ values for the tertiary amides, the strong nonadditivity almost completely disappears. This shows that strong nonadditivity may not only indicate structural changes and concurrencies, but also identify assay anomalies that require deeper analysis.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

Nonadditivity is a key SAR feature that indicates important changes within the ligand series. Therefore, the analysis and interpretation of nonadditivity is a crucial step for rational drug design, which relies on three-dimensional rationalization of SAR. Up to now, nonadditivity has been analyzed anecdotally, but we believe that nonadditivity analysis should become a standard tool in the medicinal chemist's toolbox. With the statistical basics introduced here to distinguish real nonadditivity from apparent nonadditivity due to assay noise, this is now possible in a statistically rigorous way.

In most situations, it is not possible to distinguish weak nonadditivity from assay noise---therefore, it is mandatory to compare the observed nonadditivity to the nonadditivity expected due to noise. Knowing the level of experimental uncertainty is crucial for nonadditivity analysis. Here, we assume a normally distributed experimental uncertainty with a standard deviation of 0.2 log units. While this probably overestimates the true uncertainty for very well established assays with many repeat measurements, in some cases it for sure also underestimates the true uncertainty. It is therefore very important to improve our understanding of experimental uncertainty by regular independent repeat measurements and a deeper scientific analysis of the roots of uncertainty. Once the uncertainty is known, normal probability plots can be a practical help in identifying the double transformation cycles that show real nonadditivity and deserve more detailed investigation.

Biochemically, there can be different phenomena that lead to nonadditivity in SAR data. In previous works, loss of residual mobility, nonadditive rearrangements in the water network, and intramolecular hydrogen bonds have been named among others. In our analysis of double transformation cycles with nonadditivities \>2.0 log units, we found evidence that complete structural rearrangements and substituent interactions can explain ten out of the 15 cycles. In a recent study on a series of Endothiapepsin inhibitors, Klebe and co-workers showed that chemically closely related compounds can have rather different binding poses.^[@ref59]^ Structural rearrangements can explain otherwise inconclusive SAR and might occur much more frequently than is usually expected. In the other five cases, the available X-ray structures do not give a clear hint toward a single biochemical reason that could explain these cases of extreme nonadditivity. This is not due to the absence of a good reason but most probably due to the absence of a convincing set of experimental or computational results that can explain the nonadditivity. It should also be kept in mind that the combination of transformations can have nonadditive effects on solubility, and impurities or degradation can also cause apparent nonadditivity. We cannot control such effects in this retrospective study and hope such reasons have been ruled out in literature data, but these basic quality control checks are among the first things to be done if possible.

There is a tight analogy between activity cliffs^[@ref60],[@ref61]^ and cases with strong nonadditivity (which could also be called additivity cliffs): While activity cliffs indicate the formation of key interactions, strong nonadditivity indicates that key interactions are changing due to the presence/absence of other substituents. Strong nonadditivity is a 2D indicator for a dynamic 3D behavior. If the key substitutions that cause a change in conformation are properly understood, it possibly allows dividing a SAR data sets into subsets that have the same orientation inside the binding pocket.

Computational models could be of great help here, and future development of these can benefit from the strong nonadditivity examples: In order to be useful, FEP approaches should be able to model the strong nonadditivity, if direct or indirect substituent interactions are involved. Note that 2 log units nonadditivity, which at room temperature corresponds to a difference of roughly 2.8 kcal/mol in binding free energy, is way above 1 kcal/mol, which is often cited as the difference threshold that can be described by higher-level computational methods.^[@ref62]^ If the scaffolds completely reorient, docking/scoring approaches should be able to predict the correct pose. From a different perspective, strong nonadditivity cycles represent ideal test cases for the validation and further development of scoring functions and FEP approaches, since the effects of a lot of interactions cancel out in the cycles and only very few interactions lead to major differences in affinity.

Free Wilson analysis does not work in the presence of strong nonadditivity, since it relies on the same contribution from the same substituent in all cases. If a ligand exposes the same substituent to different subpockets, based on the presence or absence of other substituents, the contribution to the free energy of binding may differ dramatically depending on the subpocket. However, if the reason for nonadditivity is understood and the SAR data sets can be divided in subgroups for the different binding modes, Free Wilson Analysis should work within the different subgroups. For example, a ligand could have two distinct orientations inside the binding site. This would show up as a bimodal distribution in the increments for substitutions in specific positions. If there are bimodal distributions for specific substituents and the partner substituents that cause a rearrangement are known, the overall data sets can be split into orientation A and orientation B and Free Wilson Analysis might then work again for the split sets. For such situations, the most important task will be to identify key substituents that trigger rearrangements of the binding pose.

Knowledge of the experimental uncertainty plays a central role in nonadditivity analysis, since uncertainty can cause a substantial amount of apparent nonadditivity, in particular if many double transformation cycles are analyzed. If the experimental uncertainty in the data is neglected or underestimated, there is a risk that structural reasons for nonadditivity are searched where in fact there are none. This leads to a waste of human and/or computational resources and data overinterpretation.

The nonadditivity profile of specific targets contains features that may be very interesting for further analysis. On the one hand, it may be possible to estimate the experimental uncertainty of a set of experiments from the width of the central peak in the nonadditivity profile. This might be an elegant way to obtain this very important number, which can otherwise only be obtained from independently repeated measurements that are often not available. On the other hand, the nonadditivity profile may be characteristic for the nature of the binding site. In our analysis, promiscuous targets such as hERG and CYP3A4 show a lot less nonadditivity than for example Factor Xa or MMP2. Whether this is due to the fact that targets such as hERG or CYP3A4 have much more continuum-like binding sites that do not fit Ehrlich's lock-and-key concept^[@ref63]^ is a topic for future studies.

With the statistical basics defined in this work, nonadditivity can systematically be analyzed in SAR data sets. The more nonadditivity comes into the focus of SAR analysis, the more we will learn about structural features that cause nonadditivity. Most of the existing structural information for cycles with strong nonadditivity has been generated to explain the nonadditivity observed. However, in the other cases, strong nonadditivity is often not discussed in the primary publications, leaving a central part of the SAR unexplained. If automated nonadditivity analysis becomes a standard tool, the risk of missing key SAR information from nonadditivity cycles will be decreased. Following the 5σ rule, we have here concentrated on those 15 cycles where we are very sure that we do not interpret assay noise. However, this threshold can probably be set at a lower point, revealing much more nonadditivity cycles with structural information which can give valuable information for rational drug design. With the growing number of data in X-ray structure and bioactivity databases, there will be even more possibilities for systematic nonadditivity analysis in the future.

Summary {#sec5}
=======

Strong nonadditivity is an important SAR feature that can provide hints toward structural rearrangements or substituent concurrencies and interactions. Therefore, nonadditivity analysis is an integral part of the SAR analysis toolbox. Experimental uncertainty can have a strong impact on the observed nonadditivity. It needs to be taken into account when searching for strong nonadditivities, otherwise there is a non-negligible risk of overinterpreting assay artifacts.

We have analyzed double transformation cycles with nonadditivity \>2.0 log units for which there was sufficient structural information available. For five cycles, we found that there is good evidence that a complete rearrangement of the ligand in the binding site causes the nonadditivity. For five other cycles, we found that there is good evidence that direct or indirect substituent interactions cause the observed nonadditivity. For the remaining five cycles, we did not find a clear structural hint toward what is going on, and further calculations and analyses need to be done to reveal the source of nonadditivity.

Since nonadditivity is such a fundamental and important SAR pattern, we expect that there will be a lot more detailed analyses about the biochemical sources of nonadditivity and how we can use them in future drug design. Herein, we provide the basic statistical and cheminformatic methods for further exploration of this emerging field in medicinal chemistry.

Program used to generate the double transformation cycles and an excel sheet with all double transformation cycles. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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